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Memorial Day Classic winner, Meadow Connors is greeted in the winner’s circle at Scarborough Downs by members of Rey Loo Stable after a mile in
1:59.3 for talented teamster John Hogan. Bob Leighton presents the trophy.
STAKES AND INVITATIONALS HIGHLIGHTED AT SCARBOROUGH
The Memorial Day Classic was the 
highlight of the recent holiday weekend 
at Scarborough Downs. Meadow Connors 
trained and driven by the talented John 
Hogan completed the $8,000 Invitational 
Pace in 1:59.3 for the fourth 2:00 mile 
since the ’86 opener at the seaside oval.
Peter Blood with pace setter, Shiloh 
'Lobell stepped off q u a rte rs  of
29.3-1:00.3-1:30 with Hogan hot on his 
heels throughout the mile.
At the top of the stretch the son of
and pulled in front for the 1:59.3 mile, 
last half in :59 flat.
Waverly Nero and Classic Cover fin-
Artillery owned by the Rey Loo Stable of 
New Hampshire shifted into second gear
ished second and third respectively after 
being off the gate at the start.
Blood, who captured the most Invita­
tional money in Maine in 1985, hung on 
to finish fourth in this Memorial Classic.
The five year old winner, Meadow 
Connors, a favorite of the holiday crowd, 
paid $4.60 and increased his lifetime 
earnings to $131,976.
The time of the mile has certainly 
improved since Leigh Fitch won with
Luck’s Lazy Lady in 2:05.4 in 1984 and 
Tom Maclnnis with Stabilizer in 2:02.2 in 
1985.
The enthusiastic crowd pushed $163,587
through the windows on this clear crisp 
Memorial afternoon.
IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
June 6-Future Stars Pace (1st leg) $2,300. at Scarborough Downs.
June 7-S.O.A.N.E./Tufts Vet Clinic to be held at Foxboro Raceway. 
June 7-Fillies & Mares Series (1st leg) $5,000 at Scarborough Downs. 
June 13-Future Stars Pace (2nd leg) $2,300. at Scarborough Downs. 
June 13-Mass Sire Stakes-Spring Series $7,500. Foxboro Raceway.
June 14-Old Glory Mixed Summer Sale-Yonkers Raceway, N.Y.
June 14-Filies & Mares Series (2nd leg) $5,000. at Scarborough Downs.
June 15-The Simon Bishop Memorial Pace $30,000-Foxboro Raceway. 
June 15-The Senator Invitational $8,000 at Scarborough Downs.
June 20-Mass Sire Stakes-Spring Series $7,500. at Foxboro Raceway. 
June 20-Future Stars Final $4,500 at Scarborough Downs.
June 21-Fillies & Mares Series Final-$15,000. at Scarborough Downs. 
June 21-Carrolls Mixed Summer Sale-Felton, Delaware.
June 27-Mass Sire Stakes-Spring Series Final $25,000. Foxboro Raceway.
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Bangor Opening Success
The City of Bangor late closer with a purse of $2,000. went to Henley Hanover (Tyler 
B-Hope Hanover) driven by Freeman Parker in 2:07.1 for owners William & Elsie 
Edwards of Gardner, Me. on opening night.
BANGOR RACEWAY
S U N M O N TUES. WED. 1 THURS. J FRI. SAT.
4 PM limn*' DARK \ DARK j{ DARK J  7:30 PM 7:30 PM
May 23  through July 26
N0W...BET & CASH AT ANY WINDOW! ★
With the MicroTote 1000 from 
UNITED TOTE
Make any type of bet in any amount, at any window
From the
Horse’s Mouth...
The new S.O.A.N.E. trailer has arrived and is located on the grounds at Foxboro 
Raceway next to the race secretary and judges office. The address is P.O. Box 
175, South Walpole, Mass. 02071 and Louise Candela answers the phone at the 
new number: 617-543-1722.
Ora T. Stratton, 52, passed away after a lengthy illness on April 10, 1986 at the 
Foxboro Trailer Park where he has lived for a number of years. He was well 
known on the New England racing scene and will be missed by all.
An accident in the fourth race at Scaroborough Downs on May 14th resulted 
when Gaelic Argon went down scattering the field. On the mend, Roland Mallar 
with a broken arm and Michael Sherr with a broken leg.
The following night, once again the fourth race and non-winners of one lifetime, 
Kelly Case was thrown over the rail at the five-eighths pole. She is now 
satisfactorily recuperating at home after being released from the Maine Medical 
Center. Send cards to her at: 729 Main St. Box A6 Lewiston, Me. 04240
The good trotter Fort McHenry purchased from the Liberty Bell Sale last year 
has been officially sold to New York interests by owner Mitch Gallant of Bangor.
Also a belated “Congrats” to Walter Case Jr. and Cathy Huston married on 
April 27th in Lewiston, Me.
More timely, a “Best Wishes” to Gary Mosher and Michelle Picard married 
Saturday, May 17th in Skowhegan, Maine.
Lee Fitch is to be congratulated for his 3000th win, annexed on May 14 at 
Scarborough Downs on a horse called, Just Can’t Win!
Dual Honors For Fitch
The Northeast Harness News is published monthly for $10.00 per year by Jean 
B. Emerson of R.R. 4 Alfred Rd., Biddeford, Maine. Second class postage paid 
Biddeford, Maine USPS 747-590. Postmaster send address changes to Northeast 
Harness News RFD #3, Box 359, Boom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072.
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Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072. J Leigh Fitch, leading driver at the end of the Lewiston meet, is interviewed by General Manager, Bob Dow. Fitch also annexed his 3000th recently at Scarborough Downs.
It’s Subscription Time.... 
Don’t Miss A Single Issue!
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Letters to the Editor
This is regarding the proposal by some 
people to raise the registration fee for
To The Editor: 
h:
- 'Pstallions to $100.
Sometime ago this was put before the 
Racing Commission ana was voted 
down.
I wonder if the few who still insist it 
is a good idea, have really thought it 
thru.
The monetary gain would be negli­
gible, but the potential loss to the stakes 
could be astronomical.
The supposition that simply because a 
stallion is owned by a small operation, 
he has to be inferiro is wrong. Also some 
of the money used for the stake purses, 
has to come from the taxpayers. Those 
small operations pay the same rate of
taxes as the large stables. Therefore, 
they should have an equal chance to 
participate.
I think it is very unfair for those large 
operations to continue their attempt t o j  
shut out their smaller competitors.
If the theory that raising tne fee would 
cut down on the list of eligible stallions, 
then it would follow that some of the 
owners, would also be unable to pay the 
higher breeding fees, and as a result the 
list of eligible horses for the stakes 
would also be much smaller. Therefore 
losing more than would be grained.
Come on you horsemen & women out 
there, get behind this thing and insist on 
your rights as citizens, to a fair and 
equal right to breed, raise, and race your 
horses.__________Ruth V. King
ZIP:
 ^ Return to: Jean Emersoi^ EditorLBoom_Rd_.^Saco,_Me-_04072J _
NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
Tel. 207-282-9295
STAKES PROSPECTS AVAILABLE
The Maine Stakes begin in July at Scarborough Downs. If you’re still looking for a likely 
two year old prospect to com pete in this lucrative program, Sandy Brook Farm has co lts and 
fillies available for sale. They are presently training in the low twenties and will continue to  
drop as the deadline approaches and their capabilities improve.
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Leapin Lizzie leads the two year old colts, K.J.’s Rebel and Mary’s Date into the stretch at Scarborough Downs for a mile in 2:25 on April 28th.
COLTS - Maine & N.E.S.C. Eligible
CINDY’S REBEL
(Rebel Bret — De Leon Cindy)
This big bay colt is a true Bret Hanover type, and is 
out of a w ell known producer of two year old  speed. 
H e has the size and bone to withstand the rigors of 
early training.
FILLIES - Maine & N.E.S.C. Eligible
BRETS BEST BET
(Rebel Bret — Bouncing Bet)
This b lack filly has an extrem ely good m aternal 
family. The grandam, D ancing Lady, is a proven  
producer of early speed. W ith  Knight D ream  on the 
top side, there’s little left to be  desired.
MARY’S DATE LEAPIN LIZZIE
(Mandate — Mary G. Butler)
This striking bay colt is out of a Butler s D ream  m are  
and by a stallion with a half m ile mark of 1:59 and  
earnings o f $235,808. G ood  size and perfect con­
formation. Second foal — first colt of the dam.
K .J/S REBEL
(Rebel Bret -  K.J.K.)
This chestnut colt com bines Bret Hanover, M eadow  
Skipper, G ood  Tim e and Knight D ream  within the 
first two generations. A  sharp looker with a good  
disposition. First foal of the dam.
(Rebel Bret — White Oasis)
This chestnut filly has unbelieveable maturity. She is 
out of a Mountain Skipper m are with a two year old  
record. H er third dam  is Jicky A bbe . She is truly an 
outstanding specim en. First foal o f the dam.
CARELESS BLITZ
(Blitzen-Careless Mold)
This classy b lack  filly is a half sister to G ae lic  Caress, 
top two year old  trotting filly in the M aine Stakes •
G ood  conform ation and fluid gait m ark this as  
an exceptional choice. (N.H. & N.E.S.C. ELIGIBLE)
For the past three years w e  have offered discerning buyers Stakes E ligible colts and fillies
who have been properly prepared for a future on the race track ...
The percentages have been good, our record speaks for itself ... com e and buy, you’ll be  glad you did!
Contact Greg Libbey at Bam C, Scarborough Downs or owner Jean Emerson at 207-282-9295
Cum berland Raceway 
May 19,1986
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By Lloyd F. Johnson
Pine Tree Sales Results^
HORSE
FORGER JACQUE 
Pine Tree State 
PEACE OF SUGAR 
Walter LaFreniere 
SCOTTIES HOPE 
Wiliam DiBiase 
MISS GINNY G 
Dick Manion 
KELLY EXPRESS 
Angelod Tzikas 
STORY LANE 
Bert Beachy 
POINT OF RETURN 
Peter Mela 
KIMS-SCAT 
Paul Faherty 
HAPPY MAJORITY 
Omer Burke Jr. 
DOVERS LADY 
Sky Line Stable 
LUCKY LITTLE JOE 
Don Richards 
BARTS MICK 
Bert Beachy 
WASATCH HORACE 
Ray Watson 
RHETT
George Chamberlin 
CHESTNUT SWIFT 
Mike Hall 
ROLL ON LAURA 
Ray Watson 
ANGIE TRYST 
Frank Pate 
SILOUETTE 
Bert Beachy 
BETTING IMAGE 
Bert Beachy 
THISTLE
Bert Beachy 
ITS HALLOTIME 
Frank Pate 
BARRA CHAKO 
TOP YIELD 
Frank Fahey 
BREEZEALONG 
George Tzikas 
DAB OF COUNSEL 
Jack DiBiase 
ALLEN SKIPPER 
Clayton Smith 
B.G.’S PLAYBOY 
Mitchell Gallant 
HIGH TOWNER 
Dick Bartlett 
G T FRAN
SIRE-DAM
(Forge Ahead-Jackyln Hayes)
(Talk of Peace-Sugar Valley)
(Hope Time-Duanes Dilly)
(Solo Dancer-Miss Amy W)
(Hickory Express-Smitten)
(Momentum-Story Might
(Set Point-Game Irish)
(Mighty Boone-Miss Kelpat)
(Silent Majority-Most Happy Skipper)
(Meadow Brick-Roman Holly)
(Ben Hur Hanover-Nellie High)
(Yankee Mick-Miss Pretty Time)
(Pontius Hanover-Dillers Fleur)
(Mosty Happy Fella-Mary Brakefield)
(Armbro Swift-Wee Mir)
(Breton-Mistaday)
(Keystone Tryst-Demons Angel)
(Chuckeen-Barra Meda)
(Striking Image-Meadow Bet)
(Boehms Eagle-Miss Misty Chris)
(Ricci Rennie Time-Halloo)
(Pitchfork-Barra Meda) 
(Yield-Schnorrer)
(Warm Breeze-Bertana Hanover)
(Timely Counsel-Dab 0  Paint)
(Adios Skipper-Seafood)
(B.G’s Bunny-Fair Yeado)
(Big Towner-Lady Performance)
(G T Skipper-Frans Angel Girl)
Harold Ralph
MOUNTAIN JOE DEAN (Tamerlane-Speedy Dream)
(Steady Star-Armbro Mimi)
(H T Lincoln-Ayreway Abbe) 
(Little Startrick-Pretty Naughty)
mpps
ARMBRO WHITNEY 
Steven Vafiades 
ABBES PRINCE 
Anita Dupont 
PAMIE TRICKETT 
Ray Watson
BENSuN RIDGECREST (Aksel Hanover-Meadow Volga) 
HY’S HAPPY DREAM (Most Happy Fella-Bullet Creed) 
Reggie Young
BETTY B. LUCIFER (Mr. Lucifer-Miss Adios Star) 
MY MAN MURPH (Royal Prince-J M Flo)
Bill DiBiase
CONOMINGO CHARLIE (Hale Nanestime-Blue Hawk)
Bill DiBiase
(Flying Bret-Gemma Barmin)GEMMAS GIRL 
Dick Manion 
COUNTRY SCOOTER 
Reggie Lamb 
MIRO HANOVER 
Bruce Inch 
PAM J ’S LIL ACE 
Fred Ward Jr. 
SUCCESS SUCCESS 
Bert Beachy
(Charter Captain-Taverns Betsy) 
(Tar Heel-Miss Freight)
(no breeding listed)
(no breeding listed)
(Horses not listed were out)
PRICE
$250
$330
$340
$225
$275
$750
$950
$600
$850
$300
$1100
$225
$1050
$4600
$210
$300
$320
$300
$270
$675
$1125
$1625
$3100
$3100
$2000
$1450
$2000
$1650
$1150
$4100
$300
$800
$1000
$625
$325
$125
$450
Shiloh Lobell poses in the winners circle at Scarborough Downs after completing a 
mile in 1:59.1 in the $12,800. Governor’s Pace.
Shiloh Lobell. a speedy son of Oil 
Burner found the Scarborough Downs 
half-mile oval to his liking while stepping 
to a front running mile in 159.1 in the 1986 
edition of the Governors Pace. Owners 
Peter Blood, Tom Gonsalves, Gary 
Pointkowski, and Roger Slobody picked 
up the major share of the $12,800 purse 
in the seasons first Invitational test at 
Scarborough.
Driver Peter Blood had the young four 
year old flying from the gate in his first 
pari-mutuel start since returning from a 
winter campaign at Pompano Park, 
while stepping through early fractions of 
.29.3 and .59.4 Shiloh Lobell picked up 
company when John Hogan and Hillbilly
Ore ranged alongside past the half mile 
marker.
At three parts Blood held the edge 
along the rail, while being hand driven 
past the marker in 1:29.4. At this 
juncture Hillbilly Ore was under slight
urging with a tough final panel in .29.2, 
with Hogan’s entry battling every stride 
of the mile, while just missing on the 
wire in the State of Maine’s first Sub 2:00 
minute mile of the new season. Stabilizer
was a railhugging third on the wire, with 
Classic Cover, Governor Charles, 
Waverly’s Nero, and Roscoe Almahurst 
winding up the order of finish. Arow Blue 
Chip was a late scratch in the feature.
HARNESS TRACKS  
o f  AMERICA, INC.
35 A irp o rt Road •  M o rris to w n , N ow  Je rse y  07960
As everyone knows, most of America pense provisions in the bill. Earlier 
will be affected in some measure by the proposals had threatened to substantial- 
tax reform legislation passed unani- ly alter the tax treatment of “preproduc- 
mously by the Senate Finance Commit- tive” expenses, such as stua fees and 
tee this week. Racing is no exception. It colt maintenance prior to racing, 
is too early to tell, of course, what final There are two provisions in the Pack- 
form the bill will take after full Senate wood bill that can work to the detriment 
and House conference consideration, but of racing. The limited partnership 
some things seem apparent in the Pack- provisions almost certainly will hurt that 
wood proposal as passed out of commit- aspect of the business, which has been 
tee growing in recent years, particularly if
1) The proposals for limitation and in the participant’s participation was con- 
some cases elimination of tax deduc- strued to be a “passive investment,” in 
tibility associated with farm and busi- which the taxpayer does not materially 
ness operations did not survive commit- participate. This, along with a lower tax 
tee discussion, and are not included in rate which makes activities such as 
the bill as passed. Those proposals, racing, which frequently produces 
which would have had disastrous impact losses, less attractive, could reduce the 
on race horse ownership, had specified incentive to buy horses, 
that no farm or business losses in excess It seems clear and tremendously en- 
of $25,000 would have been deductible couraging that the members of the 
against other income, and that “high- Senate committee, who were primarily 
income taxpayers,” those with income interested in eliminating tax shelters 
more than $75,000, could make no deduc- and have done a good job in that respect, 
tion whatever for such losses. realize that racing can hardly be con-
21 Depreciation is not likely to be any sidered a tax shelter. If someone is 
worse, and conceivalby could be better, interested in sheltering income, it is 
than under present law. unlikely that he or she would choose
3) Capital gains would be gone, but do racing to do it. The racing industry is
not seem to Be an issue the way the bill indebted to the American Horse Council 
it constructed. for helping senators understand that
4) There are no pre-productive ex- fact.______________________________
NEED TO PASTURE YOUR STOCK?
Separate areas for race horses and broodmares with foals. 
Supervision of stock, Rotate pastures, Provides Grain. $150. 
per month. If interested call early a.m.
Tel. 207-625-4109 or 625-8332
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LAVISH ACRES
Greene, Maine 1
Standing in 1986.... Two and three year olds are training super! f
BEST JEFFREYp. 1 : 57.4 $190,000. \
(B es t O f A ll-S h ad y d a le  F r isk y )  \
....the sire o f Maine’s fastest two year old I
Honey’s Best wins the Maine Breeders Stakes final easily at Lewiston Raceway for driver Doug Mitchell.
HONEY’S BEST p . 2, 2 :04 .3h  ’85 $17 ,000+
(B est J e f f re y -H o n e y  S p a rk le  W ay )
WITSEND TRIBUTE
(S p eed y  C ro w n -B u rg e r  Q u een )
Therms no better trotting pedigree in New England!
Also Standing.
Five week old filly (Witsend Tribute-Turner Queen) owned by Chuck Kelly. Three week old filly (Witsend Tribute-Teenie Sue) owned by Arthur Nason.
His first crop o f weanlings are outstanding. Visitors are always welcome at the farm.
For booking contracts call:
F ra n k  W ith e e , B asil K e llis , O w n e r a t
F a r m  M a n a g e r  a t  1-946-5388 o r 1-324-2841
Foals Eligible to Maine Breeders Stakes and New England Sulky Championships.
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L eigh F itch , D om in ic W atson, E sca p e  
By D ay and K eyston e S a lvo  sw ep t top Al- 
Var honors during the period from  April 
16 to M ay 11.
F itch  is D river of the Month for the 
second  stra igh t tim e. He drove 16 p acers  
to Al-Var sp eed  ra tin gs of 100 or h igh er  
and one trotter to a m ark of 80 or h igher — 
m agic  figu res. His total 17 m ag ic-figu re  
d rives w as three b etter than runnerup R o­
land M allar. D ude G oodblood had 10 and  
D ave Ingraham  nine.
D om in ic W atson took T rainer of the 
M onth honors. S ix of h is horses reached  
m a g ic  figu res during the period. Scott 
R ollins, G len D e le te tsk y , R ichard  B art­
lett and D av id  C rochere tied for second  
w ith four each .
E sca p e  B y D ay and H enley H anover  
w ere the only p a cers to h ave  three w in ­
ning trips w ith  ra tin gs over 100. E sca p e  
By D ay is P a cer  of tne M onth a s  h is ra t­
ings w ere  h igher. H is m ark s w ere  121,117 
and 102 for a total of 340. H enley H anover  
had m ark s of 114, 114 and 108 for 336.
E sc a p e  B y D ay is a 4-year-old  son of 
E sca p e  A rtist, ow ned by E dw ard  P h illip s
The Maine Circuit
Windsock Smoker and Robert McGhee narrowly defeat French Major driven by Dave 
Ingraham in 2:00.4 at the end of the Lewiston meet.
and W alter S w iger of M aine. P h illip s is 
the trainer. Roland M allar did the d riv ­
ing.
K eystone Salvo is T rotter of the  
Month. T he 8-year-old son of Speed  Count 
w as the only trotter w ith  Al-V ar sp eed  
ratin gs over 80 for tw o w inning trips. He 
had m arks of 83 and 81.
K eystone Salvo  is ow ned by E .F . Ab­
bott and P hillip  L yons of M aine. A bbott is 
the trainer. D ude Goodblood did the d riv ­
ing.
The top sp eed  rating  of the period  w as  
turned in by W indsock Sm oker on an off 
track . He posted  a 125 Al-V ar sp eed  rating  
at L ew iston  w ith W alter L aF ren iere  in 
the bike.
The b est tim e of the period w as a 1:59.1 
clock in g  by Shiloh L obell in w inning the 
$12,800 G overnor’s  P a c e  a t Scarborough  
D ow ns.
T he top Al-Var sp eed  rating  by a trot­
ter w as 103 by H anbro’s F a ith  in break ing  
the track  record at L ew iston . F itch  did  
the driving.
H a n b r a s  F a ith  a lso  had the b est tim e, 
2:03.1.
By LEE ALLEN
F ollow in g  are  the p a cers that posted  
Al-Var sp eed  ra tin gs of 100 or h igher, for 
a w inning trip, from  A pril 16 to M ay 11: 
T O E SU P E R ST A R S
W indsock Sm oker, W. L aF ren iere  125
Shiloh L obell, P . 6 lo o d  124
E sca p e  By D ay , R. M allar 121
P in e P o in t J e s , D . R ich ard s 120
C lassic  C over, L. F itch  119
Shekar Skipper, D. W atson 118
H.H. L ancer, R. Johnson  117
E sca p e  B y D ay, R. M ailer 117
G aelic V ision, S. M ancine 115
Slick  S ilent, D . Ingraham  115
Burton B lue C h ip /L . F itch  115
B aron H aven, It. M a llar  115
W indsock Sm oker, R. M cG hee 115
H enley H anover, F . P ark er 114
H enley H anover, F . P ark er 114
D ual E xh au st, P . B lood 113
B aron H aven . L. F itch  113
Star O m ar, G. B ow den 113
Slick  S ilen t, D . Ingraham  113
P ow er P a sse r , L. F itch  112
G uy’s B urner, L. F itch  112
R yal E a g le , D . W atson 112
H .R. C ounsel. M. M osher 112
Joe  P itch , L. F itch  111
E lected , D. G oodlbood 111
L ightning O’B rien , D . G oodblood 111
L ightning O’B rien , D . G oodblood 110
M ary Skipper, R .M allar  
B lizzbee, G. N ye  
R acey  A ndy, J'.P. F arre ll 
A cres Abbe, R. M allar
TH E STARS  
OW arlock, L. F itch  
M ade Of L uck, R. B artlett  
D on’t L et It E nd, G. H all 
S p ecia l C hris, R. M allar  
M ade Of Luck, R. B artlett  
Sea R anch B each . K. C ase  
H .R. C ounsel. G. H all Jr.
Long Hill Joe , R. B ick m ore  
Icem ak er, E . R ossi 
Happy Touch, G. B ow den  
He s A Strik ing, D . Goodblood  
H enley H anover, F . P ark er  
Trip S ixes , G. D e le te tk sy  
D usty  F ag in , L. F itch  
P arson  H all. D. G oodblood  
G aelic  A dm iral. D. Goodlbood  
M uddy H ole, D . W atson  
P arson  H all. D. G oodlbood  
M ulligan, D. Ingraham  
F rien d ly  k e l ly ,  R. M allar  
Skyhaw k H anover, A. H enderson  
C hoice M onarch, L. F itch  
L addie A ngus, R. B ickm ore  
F ly in g  F ra n c is , D. G oodblood  
M ax’s F ox, K. C ase
110 B illy  B arlow  A., D. Ingraham  105
n o  Moon B eyond, K. C ase 105
n o  Our Burner, D. W atson 105
n o  M andible, R. M allar 105
F oxy  J a c , W. L aF ren iere  105
P ow er P a sse r , G. D e le te tsk y  104
109 H ardy A lm ahurst, M. M osher 105
109 B illy  B arlow  A., D. Ingraham  105
109 G uy’s B urner, G. H all 105
109 S p ecia l Chris, R. M allar 104
109 M ountain K.O., K. C ase 104
109 The B anker N ., W. W hittem ore 104
109 T rusty  B ilbo, D. R ich ard s 104
108 M aine F e lla , J .P . F a rre ll 104
108 M oven M achine, D . In grah am  104
108 C ra ig ’s C all. R. M allar 104
108 B in d y’s F riend  John, L. F itch  103
108 O vernight S ensation , C. L em ieu x  103
107 A cres A bbe, R. M allar 103
107 Air M ail. D. G ray 103
107 Moon B eyond, R. S aw yer  103
107 M ovin Up, S. R ollins 103
107 J im m y  B lue Chip, C. L em ieu x  102
107 Trone H anover, G. B ow den  102
106 E sca p e  By D ay, R. M allar 102
106 D usty  F ag in , L. F itch  102
106 Joe  P itch , L. F itch  102
106 Ata B .G .’s B ullet, D. W atson 102
106 J a c k ’s W ild, M. M osher 101
106 M iles E nd, C arol. R. D oherty  101
105 K am ahl N ., J . M ollison Jr. 101
F ren ch  Q ueen, D. In grah am  101
J a c k ’s  W ild, M. M osner 101
G aelic  F ortu n e , L. F itch  101
G reat G randville , L. F itch  101
A nother B laze , L. F itch  100
A zim uth, D. Ingraham  100
Shekar Skipper, D. W atson 100
G oldvdour, G. K ilgore Jr. 100
S p ecia l C hris, R. M allar 100
A cres A bbe, K. M allar 100
G oldydour, G. K ilgore Jr. 100
F ollow in g  a re  the tro tters that posted  
A l-V ar sp eed  ra tin gs of 80 or h igher, for a 
w inn ing  trip, from  A pril 16 to M ay 11:
THE SUPERSTARS
H anbro’s  F a ith , L. F itch  103
F ort M cH enry, M. G allan t 99
Solar R ay, G. N ye 97
W aystation  W illie, D. G ray 94
Sm okey Joe , L. D an cer  94
H ard T im e R osie , F . P ark er  92
TH E STARS
S tu d ley’s D ream , D. Goodblood 89
Long Hill B ill, G. M acK enzie  86
K eystone Salvo , D. Goodblood 83
M ars, D. G ray 82
B row n’s P om p, L. D an cer  81
J.C. L um ber, B. P ik e  81
K eystone Salvo , D. G oodblood 81
Lewiston Finale-
Lewiston Raceway’s spring meet 
ended with the track boasting a record 
handle. The per card average of $132,000 
was 2% more than a year ago. This meet 
they raced four more cards than spring 
1985, but Bob Dow, Lewiston Raceways 
general manager, reports attendance 
was off 9%.
The track closed the meet with the 
richest race in its history, showcasing 
the final card. Walter Case Jr. was 
unable to return to Lewiston, but he sent
H.H. Lancer to the $15,000 Leonard 
Pooler Memorial Pace nonetheless, and 
that horse edged Arow Blue Chip and 
Jack Bailey to win in 2:01 on a cold raw 
night.
The top flight field racing for the 
biggest single purse ever offered by 
Lewiston Raceway symbolized the suc­
cess of the meet. It was a wildly 
productive, despite cold raw early 
weather, despite February horse short­
ages. The meet blossomed without the 
impetus of major renovations or 
changes. The racing was suburb. Both 
Roger Smith, Jr. in the crow’s nest, and 
Jim Flanagan in the racing office, 
performed professionally in key pos­
itions without incident, gaining con­
fidence and respect while contributing to 
the overall success. Bob Dow, managing 
his second spring meet, has become 
more confident and has grown into his 
position as general manager.
The meet showcased a rainbow of 
stars. The top trotter was Mitch Gal­
lant’s Fort McHenry. The horse shipped 
from Lewiston to contest a late closer at 
Vernon Downs. He returned to Maine 
with $10,000 on his card.
With one late closer following the next, 
and a thoroughly professional driver 
contingent, there is no question the 
action on the track has been best ever. 
Heros both human and equine have 
thrilled the fans. It will be remembered 
as the meet Rollie Mallar wowed the 
crowd, David Ingraham stood on his 
own, and Marc Mosher became the most 
celebrated high school athlete in Maine.
It was the meet Trusty Bilbo and Long 
Hill Joe, two horses which sold for less 
than $1000 earlier, each strung together 
incredible win streaks, and Pine Point 
Jes found his racing legs. Windsock 
Smoker earned his two minute badge, 
and Classic Cover returned to form. 
Leigh Fitch earned yet another dash 
title.
During the meet the “special” days
------------ By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
were spectacular, including an extended 
holiday card on St. Patrick’s Day and 
world class drivers returning to he 
Jim Doherty.
The Maine race season began with 
ng t
meet and ended with speed, with more 
money distributed in purses than ever 
before.
i
energy duri he Lewiston Raceway
vOOV^ j(
M E M O * * * 1  )
LEWISTON
may a 1 9 8 6
'r
H.H. Lancer poses in the winners circle for the presentation by management of 
Lewiston Raceway in the $15,000 Leonard Pooler Memorial on closing night.
Foals of the Month
A blessed went in the Gossom barn at Cumberland Raceway leaves a lovely still- 
wet, newborn filly by The Andover Story-Bea Super for the proud owners.
SIRE DAM SEX
Witsend Tribute Lucky Gina filly
Besty Jeffrey Carrie of Raymond filly
Charo's Skipper Knight Whisper filly
Cavalcade Kash Design filly
Rebel Bret B.B. Dolly filly
Best Jeffrey Cheryl's Gal filly
Witsend Tribune Teenie Sue filly
Excel Hanover Sassy Bo colt
Best Jeffrey Stacey Halloran filly
Witsend Tribune Dance Byrd filly
Charo's Skipper Jiffy Luce colt
Copter Lobell Cartigena filly
Witsend Tribune Paper Bert colt
Rebel Bret Pretty Kitty colt
Radient Ruler Comenici colt
Best Jeffrey Spike's Cathy filly
Cavalcade Go Miss Isle colt
Witsend Tribune Dainty Bitts filly
Rebel Bret Collins Isle filly
Larsen Lobell May B. Misty colt
Excel Hanover Border Angel colt
Best Jeffrey Lisa Demond colt
Larsen Lobell Heritage Cindy colt
Copter Lobell Scalene Hanover colt
Best Jeffrey H.K. Jolly colt
Witsend Tribune Miss Speedy Hayes colt
Larsen Lobell Suffolk Stacie filly
Best Jeffrey r iv  LeasnadyLady filly
Rebel Bret Imp's Win filly
The Andover StoryBea Super filly
Stephen O Honest Linda colt
OWNER 
Gloria Burton 
A. & J. Danese 
Ernie Houle 
Jean Emerson 
Roger Watson 
Gilbert Knight 
Arthur Nason 
John B. Glesmann 
David Wilson 
Arthur Nason 
Young Meadow 
Ernie Houle 
David Wilson 
Nat Watson 
Mary Fitanides 
Basil Kellis 
F. & K. Bayley 
James Wright 
Maralyn Young 
Norton Farm  
Young Meadow 
Florence Thompson
Germain Binette 
Young Meadow 
Malcolm Hare 
Kermit Allen 
Norton Farm
Ruth Hall 
Karen Somerby 
H. & B. Gossom 
Arlene March
(Please send information immediately whe?,foals are born each month)
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Big League Succumbs
by Anthony J. Aliberti
Big League Star was only sixteen when 
he died earlier this spring. He lived long 
enough to influence the maine breeding 
program and short enough to be re­
membered as a Maine Stakes pacer.
Back in 1975 outside bred colts were 
still allowed to contribute to the 
Breeders program, and this horse was a 
special three year old. Not only did he 
captivate fans but he went against the 
fence at Cumberland. (The next year he 
set the pacing mark at Presque Isle 
earning lasting admiration). Maine fans 
will not soon forget Big League Star, the 
racehorse. The colt was the last hurrah 
for Cliff Card, legendary trainer and 
teacher of colt trainers. Big League Star 
raced nine times as a two year old and 
won five races. Among the wins were 
three straight at Rokingham Park. The 
next year he totally dominated the Maine 
program, beating horses like Sgt, Major 
Vouza and Fly Fly Star. He started 24 
times and won 13 races and earned 
nearly $25,000. By the time his career 
was done he accumulated nearly $80,000 
in earnings and carried a l:57.3f speed
badge. Big League Star won throughout 
New England and at the metropolitan 
tracks as well. He proved he was as good 
as any top pacer of his day.
But the promise of Big League Star 
was greater than just as a gifted 
racehorse. After he retired to Bruce 
McGhee’s Windsock Farm he was hailed
as a cornerstone of the emerging Maine 
stakes program, and indeed much of that 
promise was fulfilled. Big Legue Star 
sent out horses like Windsock Smoker, 
Wind Sock Surf, and Frost Star. He sired 
competitive stakes colts from each crop, 
and with several crops yet to race the 
final chapters have yet to be written.
Gamecock, his sire, turned out of 
fashion, and Big League Star’s small 
crops were overwhelmed by much larger
crops by horses like Scotch Banker, 
Nevele Pilot, Trusty Dream, Mr. Suf­
folk, but in terms of quality of colt and 
early raw speed, there was no Maine sire 
who sent out any more promising colts 
than Big League Star. His presence will 
be missed.
Broodmare of the Month
K e y s to n e  S a ta n By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Hurricane Aileen (Watchful-Keystone Satan) with Jeff Graff am at Norton Farm, 
where she is in training for the two year old Maine Stakes.
Back in 1958 transatlantic jet travel 
was a dream. Mr. Ed and Ed Sullivan 
ruled the Sunday night television, the 
Beatles were just four kids in Liverpool 
and Bret Hanover would not be foaled for 
four more years.
Harlan Dean was a game old trotter, 
and an even tougher sire. Last year in 
1985 he still had record performers and 
earned a new 2:05 credit. By no stretch 
of the imagination was he an earthshak­
ing stud, but he was durable and tough. 
And like Bob Hope and George Burns, if 
you live long enough iust sheer presence 
may make up for talent and cnarisma.
Keystone Satan never trotted, but 
earned a late pacing mark of 2:02.3 as 
an eight vear old. She was bred to 
Mountain Skipper three times and never 
missed. Skipper’s Angel trotted in 2:03.2 
earning $40,000 in the process. Star O 
Doon electrified the Foxboro faithful as 
a sleek, swift 2:02.3 two year old, and 
Satan’s Cherub paced her way to a 2:03.1 
record.
But the future of this mare was to 
come from her inheritance not her 
racing inclination, so she was bred to 
trotters. A single Songcan only qualified, 
but a;i of Maine anticipates her three
S
young Watchful colts.
Kimberly Blaze paid her dues as a two 
ear old contesting several legs of the 
aine stakes. A 1986 two year old, 
Hurricane Aileen, is prepping for the 
upcoming stakes series. A yearling, the 
only colt from the mare, waits in the 
wings.
There is no question that Keystone 
Satan has the promise of delivering a big
trotting colt. She has proved she can pass 
on the gait even when bred to a pacer and
has already generated juvenile speed.
What must happen is a mergei 
best qualities. With three Watchfuls
heading for the racetrack the time for 
waiting may be nearing an end. Watchful 
has singlehandedly written the trot his­
tory of the Maine stakes. As he ages and 
his crops diminish, other potent young 
trotting sires have emerged, but like
Harlan Dean this tough old”trotter keeps 
sending out crops of game, swift trot­
ters.
The jury remains out on Keystone 
Satan, but if probability and bloodlines 
have anything to do with production 
records, it is just a matter of time before 
• she is vindicated with a top stakes colt.
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MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES
1986 RACING SCHEDULE
TRACK 2 YO TROT 3 YO TROT 3 YO F IL L Y  PA C E2 YO COLT P A C E  2 YO F IL L Y  P A C E  3 YO COLT PA C E
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS 
i  (July)
Wed. 9 Thur. 10 Fri. 11 I
I  BANGOR RACEWAY 
f  (July)
Wed. 16
23
Thur. 17 
24
Fri. 18 f  
25 J
4  SKOWHEGAN EXTENDED 
^  (July)
Wed. 30 Thur. 31 Fri. 1 T
I  NORTHERN MAINE FAIR 
I  (August)
3 YO TROT  
3 YO COLT PA C E  
3 YO F IL L Y  PA C E
Fri. 8
2 YO TROT I  
2 YO COLT PA C E  
2 YO F IL L Y  P A C E  •
Sat. 9 Y
X SKOWHEGAN FAIR 
(August)
Wed. 13 Thur. 14 Fri. 15 I
? SCARBOROUGH DOWNS 
|  (August)
Wed. 20 Thur. 21 Fri. 22 I
f  WINDSOR FAIR 
I  (August)
Wed. 27 Thur. 28 Fri. 29 ♦
1 SCARBOROUGH DOWNS 
k  (September)
Wed. 3 Thur. 4 Fri. 5 I
4 O P E N  W E E K  TO A C C O M M O D A T E I N T E R N A T I O N A L B R E E D E R S  R A C E WITH CANADA £
♦ FARMINGTON FAIR 
m (September)
Wed. 17 Thur. 18 Fri. 19 4
I  CUMBERLAND FAIR 
I  (September)
Wed. 24 Thur. 25 Fri. 26 ♦
I FRYEBURG FAIR 
(October)
Wed. 1 Thur. 2 Fri. 3 T
“ F IN A L  TO P 8 PO IN T  W INNERS**
LEWISTON RACEWAY 
(October) Sun. 12
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P E R S U A D A B L E  TOO  
(P ersu ad ab le-Q uick  Star)
■
S K IP P E R  S U R P R IS E
(R eb e l B ret-O uta T h e B lu e ) ____j
G.W . D A Y
(E lectio n  D ay-W in M arie)
T R U ST Y  GO OD G U Y  
(Trusty D rea m -A n d y ’s B ro o m )
R A C E  M E  G IN G E R B R E A D  
«  (G .G . S k ipper-C ool G inger)
I  C H IN B R O  M A R X  
j (Skipper K nox-C hinbro M arge) ^
I  (Keystone Tryst-Farmstead Gal)
H N  ^  M A R C H  m  
1 (Skipper G len -S h aw  S h een  Lady)
NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP
3 Y R . O L D  E L IG IB L E S
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U .S . H arness W riters
NEW  ENGLAND CHAPTER  
N.E.H.W.A. News
(Resort Photo Service, Inc.-Earl Tunick)
Jack Ginnetti (center), president of the New England Harness Writers, presents Jim 
Lynch with his Hall of Fame plaque at the 38th United States Harness Writers Awards 
Dinner, April 13, at the Hyatt in Cherry Hill, N.J. Looking on at left are Al Thomas, 
lifelong friend from Mattapan, Mass., and Mrs. Lynch. Hailed as the “Dean of Racing 
Secretaries,” Lynch is a native New Englander, and has campaigned at racetracks 
like Foxboro, Old Orchard, Rosecraft, Brandywine, Pone de Leon, and Liberty Beil.
COLUMBUS — A hot horse can over- himself a colt of unusual ability, and he 
come a fever any time. found himself in the market for a
Forrest Bartlett, the owner of North trainer/driver who was used to cam- 
America’s top pacer, Forrest Skipper, paigning in harness racing’s fast lane, 
had a 102-degree temperature late last “A friend of mine recommended Lucien 
week, and he wasn’t sure he was up to Fontaine, and I got in touch with him. 
the 400-mile trip from his home in Shiloh, Now Lucien makes all the decisions for 
North Carolina to The Meadowlands last the horse, and we’ve also become very 
Saturday. But his fever abated some- close friends. We went to Puerto Rico 
what Saturday morning, and he decided together last year after Forrest Skipper 
to go up and see his prize pacer compete won the New Faces Final at The 
in the $139,000 final of the Graduate Meadowlands.”
Pacing Series at harness racing’s Forrest Skipper helped pay for that 
premier oval. vacation and many others by earning
And Bartlett’s determination was re- $381,270 in 1985, taking a mark of 1:53 at 
paid in spades when Forrest Skipper The Meadowlands. Those are world- 
overcame the outside tenth post position class numbers, but Bartlett feels that 
to win in 1:51 3/5 — a world record for Forrest Skipper was not 100% last year. 
4-year-old stallions on a mile track, and “He had the capability to be with 
the fastest mile in 1986. “That sure didn’t Nihilator and the other first-line colts 
hurt the way I felt,” Bartlett noted after last year, but there was just a little 
the race with a chuckle. something wrong with him, and we still
The 42-year-old Bartlett, a building can’t put our finger on it. But he came 
contractor in Shiloh, has never missed a back super good this year, and he has 
race of Forrest Skipper’s. In fact, certainly been right so far.” 
there’s very little of Forrest Skipper’s “Right” is a decided understatement, 
life that Bartlett has missed -- he owns Forrest Skipper already has six wins in 
the dam, Camden Caroline, and he an undefeated campaign, $179,500 in 
actually helped deliver Forrest Skipper earnings, two all-age track records 
into the world when the mare foaled on (Freehold and Rosecroft), his world 
April 28, 1982. record at The Meadowlands, and honors
A horse owner “since I was 18,” from the USTA as April Horse of the 
Bartlett purchased Camden Caroline, a Month.
tough race mare in her own right, from Next on the horizon for the Skipper is 
his uncle, then decided to breed her to the  D ris c o ll S e r ie s  and The 
the young stallion Scarlet Skipper, who Meadowlands, which culminates in a 
recently passed on. “I just thought he’d $200;000 final on June 5. And unless some 
make a good stallion,” Bartlett re- horse gets very hot (and not the 102- 
members. “I had booked quite a few of degree kind of hot) very quickly, chances 
my mares to him.” are that Forrest Bartlett isn’t going to
As Forrest Skipper progressed through mind that 400-mile trek from North 
his early training and racing, it soon Carolina to East Rutherford, NJ in the 
became apparent that Bartlett had near future.
Editors Note: Forrest Skipper has recently been syndicated for $3 million plus, depending 
on remainder of the season. He will receive a $1 million bonus for remaining undefeated 
plus breaking Nihilator’s 1:49.1 record. Master syndicator, Lou Guida, has worked out 
the package to approxima tely $125,000. per share.
U.S.T.A. News
T h e  f o l l o w i n g  h o r s e s  m u s t  r a c e  in  t h e ir  in d iv id u a l  s ir e  s t a k e s  p r o g r a m  to  r e m a in  e l ig ib le .
H o r s e s  m u s t  a ls o  r a c e  in  t h e ir  s ir e  s t a k e s  p r o g r a m  t o  a c c u m u la t e  p o in t s  t o w a r d s  e l im in a t io n s  a n d  f in a ls .
COLT PACERS
SIRE
B B’S HERITAGE (Mr. Suffolk)
CHINBRO SUPER KNOX (Skipper Knox) 
F I R E C R A C K E R  
GEORGE (Skipper Knox)
LIN MAR WILLIE (Skipper Knox)
OUZO (Best Jeffrey)
PRETTY INDEPENDENT (Best Jeffrey) 
ROMIE’S SUPER JET (Mr. Suffolk) 
GALLERY STAR (Peanut Gallery)
GLEN ABB Y (American Shadow)
R.J. ROMANO (Romano Hanover)
GREGGS CHARGER (Peanut Gallery)
FLIP TURN (Romano Hanover)
ENSIGN SHARLU (Nevele Leader)
DONNA’S BILLY STAR(Star Passer) 
RIV-LEA CIRCUS (Peanut Gallery)
GOOD TIME TOM (Good Time Boy)
MANCHESTER EXPRESS (Orestes) 
CORA’S RIB (Coral Ridge)
DIGBY (Coral Ridge)
FRANK’S DREAM (Coral Ridge)
OWNER
Germain Binette 
Ival Cianchette
George Goodblood 
Ival Cianchette 
Harry Mitchell 
Jack Clements 
Ruth Norton 
Roland St. Pierre 
Angelo Aliquo 
Richard Redwood 
Alexander Savran 
Jane Gilbert 
Beals & Hewes 
Valmore Tessier 
Wallace Tefit 
David Sicard 
David Hosley 
Carolyn Cook 
Robert Milkey 
Elizabeth Dunham
FILLY PACERS
STATE
(ME) CHINBRO LORI 
(ME) HONEY’S BEST 
LAVISH GINGER 
(ME) LAVISH STARR 
(ME) M & K’S DREAM 
(ME) RACE ME TONIGHT 
(ME) SARAH BLY 
(ME) TRUSTY ANTIGONE 
(MA) AERIAN GAL 
(MA) CLASSY IMAGE 
(MA) CORY’S GAL 
(MA) KATHY B QUICK 
(MA) SARA’S WILLOW 
(MA) LAVISH CANDY 
(MA) BAY STATE GINNY 
(MA) MILES END CARROL 
(VT) SEA MILLIE 
(VT) MY KELLY’S SONG 
(NH) LEA’S BEST 
(NH) CORAL BIKINI 
(NH) SONG GESTURE
TROTTERS
SIRE
(Skipper Knox) 
(Best Jeffrey) 
(Royal Prince) 
(Best Jeffrey) 
(Trusty Dream) 
(Bret’s Boy) 
(Nevele Pilot) 
(Trusty Dream) 
(Peanut Gallery) 
(Romano Hanover) 
(Cory)
(Romano Hanover) 
(Nevele Leader) 
(Peanut Gallery) 
(American Shadow) 
(Miles End Steve) 
(Miles End Steve) 
(Songman)
(Coral Ridge) 
(Coral Ridge) 
(Songman)
OWNER 
Ival Cianchette 
Harry Mitchell 
W.R. Clemons 
Paul Battis 
Robert Cain 
Vernal Wallace 
Richard Daigle 
Edward Gilman 
Paul Battis 
Joseph Michienzie 
John Kunkel 
John Kemp 
Beals Stable 
Basil Kellis 
Richard Gillis 
James Mendleson 
Kevin O’Reilly 
Edward Gomarlo 
Joseph Savageau 
Joseph Taffe 
William Faucher
TROTTERS 
PERFECT SHARLU 
PARADE REST 
FOREST GRAPES 
ADAMANT JAMES
SIRE
(Drill Instructor) 
(Drill Instructor) 
(Drill Instructor) 
(A D’s Alvin)
CHINBRO SUPER BREN (Skipper Knox)
OWNER
Joseph Distefano 
Eight Jays Stable 
Albert Grass 
Roger Watson 
Malcom Boutilier
STATE GET A JOB (Job)
(MA) KNOTCH HILL SIS (Coleman;
(MA) NONESUCH SPLENDOR (The Fireball) 
(MA) OAK RIDGE DEDA (Laverto Hanover) 
(ME) KIMBERLY BLAZE (Watchful)
(ME) RACE ME RICHARD (Dean Gamble)
Margaret Salzillo 
Robert Knox 
John Lynch 
W.A, Canney 
James Buchanan 
Race Me Stables
STATE
(ME)
(ME)
(ME)
(ME)
(ME)
(ME)
(ME)
(ME)
(MA)
(MA)
(MA)
(MA)
(MA)
(MA)
(MA;
(MA)
(MA)
(NH)
(NH)
(NH)
(NH)
(ME)
(ME)
(ME)
(ME)
(ME)
(ME)
Gold has been discovered in New York 
and many other states across the union. 
Miners with picks and shovels didn’t dig 
it out of the earth. It wasn’t panned from 
streams that washed down from the 
Adirondacks or the Catskills. This 
“gold” stands on four feet, four very 
expensive feet: a one-thousand pound 
“nugget” that can keep people and states 
rich for years.
I’m talking about horses: Standard­
breds, Thoroughbreds, Quarter Horses. 
The kind that race, the kind that causes 
one to wonder: What’ve we got here - a 
sport or an industry? Actually, it’s both. 
And in a time that is described as the 
Age of Technology, it seems incredulous 
that one of the growth industries in the 
country is the racing and care of horses. 
“Gloryosky,” you cry. “We’re going 
backwards!”
Au contraire, mon Pierre! We’re not 
slipping back to the horse and buggy 
days. Horse raising and horse racing are 
just one of the growing list of investment 
opportunities and leisure time activities 
that have grown out of this expanding 
Age of Technology. 1
But like any growth industry, a person 
wishing to enter it has to be prepared. 
No just walking into the barn and 
stating: “I want a job.” You’ve got to be 
ready.
Owners are spending dollars in six 
figures on yearlings that have scarcely 
learned to walk, let alone race for big 
bucks. It’s their potential that causes 
hearts to flutter and pocketbooks jingle 
when they are led into the sales ring. And 
when they’ve proven they can win and 
are retired to produce more winners, 
their investment worth increases to the 
millions. These kinds of figures change
attitudes toward the care of these 
expensive horses. Astute people with 
proper skills, knowledge and greater 
sense of responsibility are required to 
look after their equine investments just 
as they would with any other piece of 
valuable property. You don’t spend big 
money on horses and then turn them over 
to inexperienced people. But where can 
these people get this special kind of 
experience?
Well, on the high school level in New 
York State there are several “horse 
courses” offered by BOCES - the Board
of Cooperative Educational Services. 
The “Care and Training of the Standard­
bred” began in Goshen with the Orange 
and Ulster BOCES areas across the 
state. It is also being offered as part of 
the system’s adult extension courses.
On the college level, graduates are 
being turned out with equestrian science 
training. Courses leading to a Bachelor 
of Arts degree often include 45 hours in 
the equestrian field: feeding and nutri­
tion, anatomy, breeding, genetics, 
equine management, among others. 
Bachelor of Science degrees require 
more than 50 semester hours and provide 
students with basic biology and 
chemistry courses to equip them for 
graduate school.
In 1982, the last year when figures 
were available, nearly 64,000 Standard­
breds, Thoroughbreds and Quarter 
Horses were counted on farms in New 
York State. It took 7,100 individuals and 
$120 million to care for them. And across 
the nation the non-farm horse population 
is nearly 8.5 million. There’s gold in 
them thar hills, all right. But it has to 
be fed and cared for.
Personality Profile: M a rk  L y d o n
By JIM
Sometimes, despite what the writer 
said, it is nice to come home. Ask Mark 
Lydon, new Racing Secretary at Foxboro 
Raceway. Lydon is from Abington, a half 
hour down the road, and he took over the 
important job just after January 1st. The 
irony is that he watched his first harness
horses as a youth at Foxboro and has 
worked at some of the best tracks in the 
East. But this is his first stint as a racing 
official at Foxboro.
Lydon started his working life as a 
school teacher at Whitman/Abington, 
near Brockton. He had gone to 
Wilbraham Academy in Western Massa­
chusetts, and had been running back for
Harry Arlanson at Tufts. Lydon taught 
school for three years. But he helped a 
friend, Jim Lynch, during the summer 
and went to work with him at Liberty 
Bell, a top track in Northeast Philadel-
Ehia. Lynch was Racing Secretary and ydon became the Assistant.
FOX
Lydon faces a stiff challenge. He has 
a key job as Foxboro battles to regain 
the prestige it had two decades ago in the 
harness world. “Basically, the iob is 
simply putting on a good card, says 
Lydon in his non nonsense New England 
style. “We have plans for some big 
stakes races coming up this season.”
Lydon has an extensive background in 
the harness business. He played a hand 
in the career of the renowned sire, 
Albatross, and he has watched a bevy of 
famed harness horses, including Bret 
Hanover.
Lydon has been Race Secretory at 
Freehold, Laurel and Brandywine, and 
served as Assistant at Atlantic City, 
Garden State and the Meadowlands and 
also worked with the runners at Liberty 
Bell. “The chance to come back to the 
family home in Abington certainly ap-
Eealed to me when I took this job,” says ydon. He and his wife Betty have 
daughters Mary Ellen, 17 and Erin, 16.
A ll A c c o u n tin g  F u n c tio n s  
In c o m e  T ax es  S y n d ic a tio n s
W e S pecia lize In H orse, S tab le and O ther A gricultural E n terp rises
$$$ Call or W rite $$$
HAND OVER ASSOCIATES
P .O . B ox  3 N . M onm outh, M aine 04265 T el. 207-933-4065
Merri Lee (Blitzen-Ace Bay Lee) a New Hampshire eligible trotting filly is being 
prepped for the Stakes by Dennis May for Louis C. Bailey.
S ire  S tak e s  R a c in g  A t 
P ly m o u th , C o n to o c o o k  A n d  R o c h e s te r .  
A p p ro x im a te ly  $50,000 A v a ila b le
R O C H E S T E R  F A IR  -  S E P T . 12 th  T H R U  20 th
P re s e n t in g
$1,000 C la im in g  S e rie s  P lu s  S w e e p s ta k e s
CAVALCADE
The 1986 Weanling Crop Is Superb!
A weanling filly by Cavalcade out of Kash Design by Tropic Song.
F oals E lig ib le  To T he B reeders Crow n, M ass S ire Stakes, N ew  
E ngland  Sulky C ham pionship , And R oyal S ta llion  Stakes
1986 Stud Fee: $1,000.
T h e re  is s ti l l  t im e  to  b re e d  y o u r  m a re  b e fo re  
th e  e n d  o f  th e  s e a s o n ...  C a ll to d a y .. . .
T u f ts  V e te r in a ry  S ch o o l N o . G ra f to n , M A  
617-839-5302 -  617-943-2706
PHIL PINES
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MASS SIRE STAKES
T h re e  Y e a r  O ld  E lig ib le s
COLTS FILLIES
HORSE SIRE OWNER HORSE SIRE
ANGELA’S BEN Nevele Leader A. Bellezza AERIAN GAL Peanut G allery
A RICH KNIGHT Good Knight Star S. & M. E. Devincent AFTER HALLEY Peanut Gallery
BARON SHARLU Drill Inst. L. Brudnick ANDY’S ANDI Swift Andy
BILL BAILEY Romano Hanover H. Badey BARLEYS BABE Nehru
BOULD STREAKER Armbro Lighting N. Letendre BAY STATE GINNY American Shadow
BRAZIL’S SHADOW Brazed G. Martin BIG GIRL Big Power
CAPTAIN HENERY Magic Mirror Man J & J Distefano BLITZEN’S BEAUTY Blitzen
CIN-AL SENATOR Bonnie Time Boy W.A. Sutherland BROOKLYN BEAUTY Miles End Steve
CIRCLE’S GAMBLER Maxie Hanover K. C. Orr B.S. DREAM MACHINE Starpoint Dream
COME ON WIFF Bonnie Time Boy M. Gruber CANDACE CORY Cory
CORY’S NICK Cory L. Ramsey CLASSY IMAGE Romano Hanover
DOCTOR HENERY Peanut Gallery L. E. Carley CORY’S GAL Cory
DONNA’S BILLY STAR Star Passer V. Tessier CRANE HILL LUCILLE Roman Key
DONNYBROOK JIM Armbro Lightning J. Fahey CRESCENT MOON LIGHT J.P. Butler
DONNYBROOK SAM Swift Andy J. Fahey D.G. WINDSWEEPER Overland Hanover
DR. BOWENS Big Power L. Brudnick EASTFIELD LADY David’s Boychick
DUTCHMANS OVERLAND J. Galvis ELM STREET AGNES Maxie Hanover
EASTFIELD DAD Del Almahurst P. & R. Vacca FANCY FESS Fancy Star
EASTFIELD PAUL David’s Boychick H.A.L. Stable Inc. CAUTION LIGHT Fancy Star
EASTFIELD RICHARD Miles End Steve R. Tisbert FARBRO CHANCE American Shadow
ENSIGN SHARLU Nevele Leader E. Beals & H. Hewes FARBRO DREAM American Shadow
EXPRESS POWER Big Power V. Boyd FARBRO MISSY American Shadow
FAIRTIME Bonnie Time Boy W. Greenwood FARBRO PRINCESS American Shadow
FLIP TURN Romano Hanover Jane Gdbert FLY FLY FAYE Nevele Leader
FOREST GRAPES Drill Inst. A. Grass GERT’S FLIRT Miles End Steve
GALLERY STAR Peanut Gallery R. St. Pierre GLEN ABBEY American Shadow
GORDIE’S DREAM LUV Starpoint Dream J. Wanczyk GOOD N JOLLY Cory
GREGG’S CHARGER Peanut Gallery A. Savrin HANNAH BLAKE Drid Inst.
GUVSON Guv F. Tenney HOLLYS MAGIC Magic Mirror Man
HIGH MASS Miles End Steve R. Slobody HURRICANE ROBIN Rockville William
HUNTIN STAR Starpoint Dream J. Wanczyk J.B. KITTEN Kar Hanover
JUD’S DELIVERY Peanut Gallery J. Wheeler JOVIAL JESS Jovial Fella
KARTLANE KID Kiley Moraka A. Karter KATE’S KIT Lasting Pleasure
KID BRUNO David’s Boychick R. Olsen KATHY B QUICK Romano Hanover
KMS VA-GA Kiley Moraka R. Crispino KMS JOY Kiley Moraka
LA HOMBRE Good Knight Star G. Mizo LAVISH CANDY Peanut Gallery
LARCENY American Shadow W. Blake LEADING QUEEN Nevele Leader
LUXURY LEO Rockville William L. Clough LYNELL CORY Cory
MR. BARRETT Romano Hanover J. Lynch MILES END CAROL Miles End Steve
MR. BIG Overland Hanover P. Carson MILES END SISSY Miles End Steve
MR. PRIZ BIZ Kar Hanover D. Silva MISS PRESTON FELLA Jovial Fella
NINA’S BOY Armbro Lightning E. Gardner NANCY’S GIRL Nevele Leader
OVERLAND BIG BOSS Overland Hanover J. Galvis NAUGHTY JAMIE Freedom Bret
OVERLAND NOTICE Overland Hanover D. Tuccillo NEFERTITI STAR Good Knight Star
PETE’S PRIDE Miles End Steve J. C. Smith NEHRU’S DEVIL Nehru
P.G.V. Miles End Steve D. Vincent P.D. CUTE Miles End Steve
POKO J Blitzen G. Dubois Sr. PARADE REST Drill Inst.
RANT N RAVE Firecreek P. DiDonato PERFECT SHARLU Drill Inst.
RIV-LEA CIRCUS Peanut Gallery W. Teft PROUD FILI Peanut Gallery
R.J. ROMANO Romano Hanover R. Stables RALSTON’S NETTIE M American Shadow
ROCK HAVEN Split Stock V. Rockwell REALLY FANCY Fancy Star
ROMANOFF Romano Hanover L. Potras & J. Sullivan ROMAN BETTINA Roman Key
SEAN’S STAR Good Knight Star G. Mizo SAME OLD STORY Roman Key
SHARP LEE NAPOLEON Maxie Hanover A. Pineault SARA’S WILLOW Nevele Leader
STEADY GOOSE Steady Bullet R. Latham & C. Ghiz SEA MILLIE Miles End Steve
STORMY’S LUCK American Shadow R. & N. Young STAR’S CURLY DREAM Starpoint Dream
T.C.’S BRUNO Freedom Bret W. Hamilton STAY THE NIGHT Mdes End Steve
WINDY LUCAS Miles End Steve P. Lucas TARA’S BABE Miles End Steve
WIN MITE WIN Peanut Gallery J. Galvis TREASURE POWER Big Power
OWNER 
P. Battis
L. Collins 
R. Shepard
M. Davis 
R. Gillis
L. Smith 
G. McCall 
J. Lucibella 
J. Wanczyk 
W. Shea
J. Michienzie 
J & J Kunkel 
D. & A. Guidette 
J. Schram 
R. Goodwin 
P. & R. Vacca
D. & A. Guidette 
A & G Ducharme 
Crescent Stables 
R. & B. Farrar 
R. & B. Farrar 
R. & B. Farrar
E. Flynn
J & J Distefano 
R. & P. Lupo 
J. & L. Connolly
G. Story 
R. Politi
J & J Distefano
H. McNiff
M. Boise
R. & P. Hall 
J. Marshall 
J. Kemp 
R. Crispino
B. Kellis 
A. Card 
W. Shea
J. Mendelson 
J. Marshall 
A. Savrin 
A. Bellezza
C. Trebino
R. & E. Franklin 
R. Matte & G. Peters
M. McCarthy 
Eight Jays Stable
J. Distefano 
M. Moreshead 
M. A. Farrar 
R. Slobody 
W. Shea
G. Story
E. Beals & H. Prescott
K. O’Reilly 
J. Wanczyk 
C. Gaucher 
E. Shepard 
V. Boyd
Vet Clinics at Foxboro
A half dozen veterinary clinics de­
signed to fill the needs of all horsemen 
and owners will be cooperatively spon­
sored by the Standardbred Owners As­
sociation of New England and Tufts 
University. The agenda is a result of the 
initiative taken by SOANE officers Wil­
liam Donovan and John Kunkel.
Paul Ducharme, speaking for Tufts, 
indicated his pleasure at the scheduling 
of the clinics which took place after Vice 
President Donovan and Director Kunkel 
spoke with Dr. Gustave “ Bud” 
Fackleman, chief of surgery at Tufts.
The purpose of the sessions will be to 
better acquaint horsemen and owners of 
the day to day situations that arise in the 
racing industry relating to the race 
horse. As Ducharme indicated, “The 
concept is to put together a series of 
informative seminars in such a way that 
the novice would be brought up to speed, 
but that those more fully aware of the 
care of standardbreds would not be 
bored. The clinics will incorporate the 
views and findings of Tufts clinicians and 
surgeons, as well as race track prac- 
tioners.”
Foxboro News
The first major stakes race of the 
season takes place on Sunday, May 25th 
when the second annual Bucky Day 
Memorial Pace highlights a full slate of 
holiday weekend activity. An outstand­
ing field is expected for the $25,000 
Bucky Day, including track record hold­
er Caramore.
The Memorial weekend special events 
begin on Saturday, May 24, when the first 
of two days of outdoor entertainment 
will be provided by the Longhorns, a 
country music band. A chicken B-B-Q 
will also be taking place Saturday, 
Sunday, and during the special Monday, 
1 p.m. matinee. A bargain price of 99<t 
will be offered for the B-B-Q on Monday 
afternoon.
Race secretary Mark Lyndon has been
busy putting together a crack field for 
the featured Bucky Day race on Sunday, 
named in honor of the late New England
horsemen who died in early 1985 at the 
age of 56. Trainer Paul Wojtowicz has 
com m itted  trac k  record  holder 
Caramore to race on Sunday. Caramore 
won the inaugural Bucky Day last year, 
breaking a seven year old track record 
while pacing the fastest mile ever over 
a New England racetrack, 1:55.1. 
Caramore returned later that summer to 
break his own track record and re­
establish the New England standard at 
1:54.4 in the Spirit of Massachusetts in 
July. Other top contenders from the New 
Jersey circuit are expected to enter,
Some of the scheduled topics will be as 
follows:
Arthritis: Anatomy of the joints, what 
the disease means and how it develops, 
modern means of therapy.
Lameness: Detection, contributions of 
hoof imbalance.
Nutrition: Feeding for different levels 
of activity, rationale of feeding pro­
grams, parasite control.
Disease of Tendons, Ligaments and 
Muscles: Detection, development of the 
diseases, healing processes, therapeutic 
and management appproaches.
Fractures: Common race track frac­
tures and their relationship to activity, 
forms of therapy (simple removal, 
arthoscopy, reconstruction), common 
attendant soft tissue injuries, establish­
ing a prognosis.
The schedule for the clinics to be held 
at Foxboro Raceway:
Saturday, June 7, 2-5 p.m.
Saturday, August 9, 2-5 p.m.
Saturday, October 11, 2-5 p.m.
Saturday, December 12, 2-5 p.m.
Saturday, February 7, 2-5 p.m.
Saturday, April 4, 2-5 p.m.
By Carl Metcalf
including Pinnochio, Tres Grand Vitesse, 
Yabetido, Libby Sandman, and Wil­
liamsburg One. All carry excellent rac­
ing credentials, in particular Pinnochio, 
who won the $280,000 Windy City Pace 
last season at Maywood Park in Illinois. 
Williamsburg One, trained by Foxboro 
regular Peter Blood, has been in the 
upper classes of the Meadowlands pro­
gram this spring since returning from a 
winter engagement at Pompano Park in 
Florida. Libby Sandman and Tres Grand 
Vitesse are also Meadowlands cam­
paigners who will bring speed to the 
race. A full field of eight is hoped for, 
along with some outstanding drivers. 
Jim Doherty, Walter Case, Jr., Steve 
O’Toole, and others will be in the sulkies 
for the biggest purse event so far this 
season at Foxboro.
In addition to the action on the track 
and on the apron where the B-B-Q and 
music will be ongoing, a nationally 
known artist will be on hand to display 
her work and paint and sketch during 
racing all weekend. Marylin Privitere
has been painting and drawing harness 
horses for some 20 years and she will 
visit Foxboro for the first time this 
weekend. Her display will be in the 
grandstand area where race fans can see 
the many examples of her work and 
watch her as she completes a painting 
during the races eacn night and on 
Monday afternoon.
F o x b o ro  C a le n d a r
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New Castleton Trainer: D a n  S h e lte r
By BOB LOWELL
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Three year old trotter. Express Ride, is being prepared for his 1986 debut in June 
for new Castleton Farm trainer Dan Shelter.
Things are going grand for Dan She­
lter. The 36-year-old Illinois native is the 
most recent in a long line of top 
horsem en who have carried  the 
Castleton colors postward.
Shetler was named last October as 
head trainer-driver of the power-packed 
Castleton Farm racing stable replacing 
the famed George Sholty who resigned. 
Shetler, who is currently stabled at 
Lexington’s Red Mile, is preparing a 30- 
horse stable for Grand (Jircuit action.
The Castleton racing stock has already 
responded well to Shelter’s hands. Regal 
Majesty, a three year old by Sonsam, 
won his first start m 1:57 4/5 at the Red 
Mile. He was unraced as two year old. 
Shetler modestly tells the Northeast 
Harness News that he didn’t do anything 
different with the colt. He says, “We just 
got him ready.”
Shetler has also guided the Niatross 
three-year old filly Helen Buck to victory 
in the first leg of a series recently at 
Lexington in 2:00 flat.
Virtually a new name on the ‘“Roarin 
Grand” Shetler has been a name driver 
in metropolitan Chicago for some time. 
He has already totaled in excess of $7 
million in purses and won over 1,000 
races.
Shetler follows in the footsteps of 
legends as the head trainer at Castleton 
Farm. The former Castleton trainers 
read like a who’s who of harness racing. 
-Sholty, Ralph Baldwin, Curly Smart, 
Sep Palin and Joe O’Brien was once a 
Castleton second trainer.
Congenial and accomodating, Shetler 
seems confident. Commenting on his 
position, Shetler says, “This is not too 
much different. I always carried a large 
public stable.”
Shetler continues, “I’ve raced a little 
on the Grand Circuit. It is pretty much 
the same.” He adds, “I am still allowed 
to do some catch-driving.”
Shetler, as a public trainer, raced a 
host of top horses around Chicago. Early 
in his career, he developed a three year 
old named Chief Debonair into an invita­
tional pacer at Sportsman’s Park. The 
horse earned $169,000 and Shetler says, 
“He’s the one who helped me turn the 
corner.”
Shetler, who started in the business as 
a groom for Del Insko in 1966, comes to 
the Castleton post with some impressive 
stats. He’s aready recorded 191 two 
minute wins and his fastest ride to date 
is with Premium Lobell. 1:54 3/5, and 
also has won with Game Ed in 1:55 2/5. 
And talking about fast rides, the
Castleton headliner is Express Ride, last 
season’s two year old trotting colt of the 
year. He won the $1,000,000 Peter 
Haughton at The Meadowlands, The 
Castleton Farm Stake at DuQuoin and 
The Breeder’s Crown at The Meadows. 
Shetler is prepping that colt for his first 
1986 engagement next month.
In the two year old department, 
Shetler tells us. We are training fifteen 
two year olds and they are all around the 
2:09-2:10 mark. (As of May 1st)
Shetler, clean-cut in appearance and 
very well spoken, won his first race in 
1969 in the Au Revoir Pace at Washing-
Shelter had the longest shot in the race
ton Park. Up behind Miss Elk Tide, 
‘ n es 
and was saddled with the outside post to
b(X)t.
Winning is winning, whether it be 
Chicago or the Grand Circuit. If we may
use Shelter’s words, “I t’s pretty mud 
the same.”
Out Of The Past
It was 1936 when Sep Palin guided 
Cardinal Prince to victory in 1:58% at 
Old Orchard. Owned by E.J. Baker who 
also owned Greyhound, of St. Charles, 
Illinois, Cardinal Prince recorded the 
first sub-two minute mile in the State of 
Maine as well as lowering his own record
% of a second.
The former Maine record was 2:00 Vi
set at Rigby Park in South Portland by 
John R. Gentry in 1896. At that time John
R. Gentry who was driven by Billy 
Andrews established,the World’s record.
The 1986 Mass. eligible trotting stallion....
WHITE PLAINS
has already produced Maryland Sire Stake and 
Development Fund winners. 1985 and 1986 two and 
three year olds include:
S o y a l  S ta llio n s  § ta k e  #2
"The Small Breeders Multi-Million Dollar Stake Program"
( List subject to error or omission )
MAINE
Armbro Lightning 
Empire Larry 
Fleet Fury 
G.G. Skipper 
II Superbo 
Kawartha T. Bar 
Keystone Tryst 
Larsen Lobell 
Mr Suffolk 
Persuadable 
Ready Set Go 
Rebel Bret 
Ricci Bold Payster 
Romano Hanover 
Royal Reward 
Sample Beat 
Sheryl's Number 
Skipper Knox 
Springfest 
Startross 
Stephen 0
Swift Andy 
Tam 0 Champ 
Tarbesto Hanover 
Tender Trap 
The Fireball 
Trusty Dream 
Trusty Star 
Watchful 
Wiliow Skipper
MASSACHUSETTS
American Shadow 
Big Power 
Bret's Champ 
Buttonwood Odin 
Cavalcade 
Charo Skipper 
Copter Lobell 
Cory
Dear Star 
Drill Instructor
Fancy Star 
H - Pick Up 
Heggies Rhett 
Kiley Moraka 
Maxi Hanover 
Miles End Steve 
Money Supply 
Morning Breeze 
Mountain Skipper 
Overland Hanover 
Roman Key 
TNT Bambino 
Travis Lobell 
White Plains
NEW HAMPSHIRE
El Trovador
VERMONT
Majestic Beau
N o m in a tin g  F e e  $25. D u e  J u ly  15, 1986
ANNOUNCING:
The ROYAL STALLIONS STAKE with purses totalling a projected 
$1,000,000. in qualifying events and a projected $1,200,000. in 
divisional finals.
• Stallion owners award totalling an estimated $10,000.
• Farm owners award totalling an estimated $10,000.
TW O  E IG H T Y  Z 2, 2:07.3f.
S P E C IA L  P L A IN S  3, 2:05.2h.
R E D  P L A IN S  3, 2:09f.
P L A IN S  O F  G L O R Y  4. 2:04.4h.
G W E N  H . 3, 2:05.4h.
This trend will continue, when considering the quality 
mares being bred this year....
GLAZED — New York Sire Stakes winner.
MADAM SOPHIA — New York Sire Stakes winner 
and half-sister to Final Score 1:56.,3.
MARGUERITA 2:03 $88,000 earnings.
TEL AVIV — dam of National season’s record holder 
on a half mile track, Willifiwanna.
SPEEDY LULU — A daughter of Speedy Somoli.
BRIGHT HANOVER — Stakes producing dam.
IRISH KATIE M — New Jersey Sire Stakes winner.
He Is By The World Fam ous H am bletonian Winner
• Over 200 pari-mutuel tracks and fair associations invited to participate 
throughout the U.S. and Canada.
•  Universal Marketability never seen in Harness Racing.
CONDITIONS:
A) Stallion owner or lessee must agree to breed his stallion to no more than 
40 mares in 1986 breeding season.
B) Stallion owner or lessee must make $25.00 nominating payment on or 
before July 15, 1986.
O  Stallion owner or lessee must make percentage payment equivalent to 
one of the stallion’s 1986 stud fee on or before July 15, 1987. (Private 
Treaty or no fee stallions shall be considered having a $1,000 stud fee.)
Percentage Format
25% of one Stud fee if stallion breeds 1 to 10 mares
50% of one Stud fee if stallion breeds 11 to 20 m ares,
75% of one Stud fee if stallion breeds 21 to 30 mares
100% of one Stud fee if stallion breeds 31 to 40 mares
r Mall to: ROYAR^TALUONsT STAKe 7 iT67 Box 16, Dnnmore, Penna. 18512
Year of Foaling Sir*
Tattoo #
Farm Standing At* Address
Stallion Owner Address
Ptinii# Nnmher
% For, More, information Contact: ROYAL STALLIONS STAKE, .(717) 343-5002
SPE E D Y  CROWN 1:57.1 $545,945 
And Out Of The Producing M are 
KENMAR KATE 2:04.2 
Also Dam of
• Bad Dude p. 2:00.3 $58,310 (Lehigh Hanover)
• K.C. Three p. 1:57 $312,787 (Adios Vic)
• Fairfield County 2:01 $88,665 (Speedy Crown)
• Stamford p. 1:58.3 $57,798 (Adios Vic)
• Halfback Option p. 2:02.2 (Big Towner)
• Kate’s Last Star p. 2:02.3 (Bret’s Star)
S tu d  F e e :  $1000.
Get In On The Action!
You've Seen This Family Race!
Foals eligible to the MASS SIRE STAKES, the NEW 
ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIPS and the all new 
lucrative ROYALS STALLION STAKES.
WALNUT HILL FARM
Carol Gaucher, Manager
Norcross Rd. 
Spencer, Mass. 01562
Tel. 617-885-2306
¥  ¥  4 % % * > « v / / # 4 • r  r  *  •• *  4- *  k
Foxboro Raceway
presents
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— LATE CLOSING EVENTS FOR 1986-
even t  #1: FRESHMAN PACING SERIES
Open to all two year old colts, geldings, ridglings and fillies who meet qualifying standards at 
Foxboro at the time of entry.
Nomination Fee: $200.00
1 ST LEG — SATURDAY, JULY 5,1986 ..............................................  PURSE $4,000
2ND LEG — SATURDAY, AUGUST 2, 1986 .......................... ...........PURSE $4,000
FINAL — SATURDAY, AUGUST 9, 1986 PURSE $20,000 ADDED
EVENT #2: INAUGURAL CLAIMING TOURNAMENT
The series is open to any pacer who has started at a North American racetrack in a claiming race of
$8,000 or less, through June 30, 1986.
Nomination Fee: $200.00
1ST LEG — SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1986 ................................... PURSE $3,500
2ND LEG — SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 14,1986 .................................PURSE $3,500
FINAL — SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1986 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PURSE $7,500 ADDED
CONDITIONS
1) Nominations for both events close July 1,1986.
2) Both events to be raced at one mile — one dash.
3) Both events will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the Massachusetts State Racing Commission, the 
United States Trotting Association, and Foxboro Raceway.
4) Declarations close at the advertised time for overnight events for that day.
5) Nomination fee must accompany all nominations. All nominations and starting fees will be added to the final.
6) All nomination fees are non-refundable.
7) A starting fee shall be paid for each horse in each leg in which it is entered, including the final.
8) Purse distribution will be 50% -25% -12% -8% -5% .
9) If there is more than one division of any of the qualifying legs, each division will race for 100% of the advertised purse.
10) Post positions for both events will be drawn by lot.
11) Horses with the highest total earnings in the qualifying legs will compete in the final. The final will be limited to ten sepa­
rate interests with no more than two declarations from any coupled entry. In the event that any of the highest money 
earners fail to declare, the next highest money earners will be eligible to the final. In the event of horses eligible to the 
final with equal money earnings, they will be drawn by lot. The money earners who fail to draw in will draw for also- 
eligible positions.
12) Foxboro Raceway reserves the right to reject any entry, call off any event not filling satisfactorily, and cancel any event 
if conditions warrant.
13) Stall space for nominees may be revoked at any time.
14) All entries must meet the qualifying standards of Foxboro Raceway.
Make Checks payable to: FOXBORO RACEWAY
Mail to: RACING SECRETARY, P.O. BOX 558, FOXBORO, MA 02035, PHONE: (617) 543-5331 ext. 121/122
NOMINATION BLANK
NAME OF HORSE EVENT COLOR/SEX NAME OF SIRE NAME OF DAM OWNER
ENTERED BY
ADDRESS__
CITY_______
STATE______
TELEPHONE
ZIP
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
PINE TREE PACING SERIES
“The best is getting
In a tight finish, Dominick is driven in hand by Paul Battis to defeat Flutie on the rail and Classic Cover who finished third on
the outside in the 2:01.1 finale of the Pine Tree Pacing Series.
Late Closer Wins Popular Support Of Early Season Participants
By LLOYD F. JOHNSON
A pair of outstanding legs of the Pine 
Tree Stakes Series rounded out the 
Sunday program, with Baron Haven and 
Dual Exhaust providing the surprise 
victories in the $3,300 events. The open­
ing legs of the series have seen four 
different winners, as a field of 32 
compete for the final eight positions 
behind the gate in the $7,100 final on 
Sunday afternoon, May 25th. In Sundays 
first division, Baron Haven, making a 
comeback after a year away from the 
races in 1985, sat the dream two mile 
with driver Roland Mailer, then collared 
the early pacesetter Windsock Smoker
along the backside, while drawing out 
with authority for a mile in 2:00.1. The 
fractions were 30.3, 1:00.3, and 1:30.2
Power Passer, a winner last weekend, 
finished second, with Pine Point Jes 
third.
In the second division it was the lightly 
regarded longshot Generality first from 
the gate, with Flutie moving alongside to 
assume command past a half mile in
.59.4. The whole field was coming as they 
sped past thiee quarters in 1:30.4, but it 
was strictly no contest as they flew off 
the seven-eights with Peter Blood and
Dual Exhaust bursting past the field in 
the 2:01.2 journey. Gaelic Vision slipped 
through the late traffic to finish second, 
with Flutie being placed third after a 
late interference call in the Downs 
Judges Stand.
The final of the late closing Pine Tree
Series went to long short Dominick 
(Raven Hanover - Mighty Irish Peg) who 
surged forward coming through the 
stretch to win in 2:01.1 masterfully 
driven by Paul Battis for Roosevelt Susi 
of West Buxton, Me.
The Cass owned Flutie with Jim
Winters at the helm was photoed out 
after panels in 29.3-1:00.4-1:31.2 with the 
favored Power Passer coming quickly in 
the last few strides to finish third in this 
popular series.
A total handle of $224,681 was wagered 
on this pleasant, sunny afternoon at 
Scarborough Downs.
The Downs current harness racing 
season will continue through Saturday, 
September 20th, with the Tuesday 
through Saturday night programs getting 
underway at 7:30 PM, and the Sunday 
afternoon sessions startiang promptly at 
1:30 PM.
Previous Winners
P I N E  T R E E  P A C IN G  S E R IE S
Y E A R T IM E H O R S E D R IV E R
1985 201.3 F R E N C H  M A JO R D . In g ra h a m
1984 201.0 T R U S T Y  S T A R R . G o o d b lo o d  J r
1983 201.4 L aS A L L E  L O B E L L H . B a ird
1982 201.4 M A S T E R M IN D W . C ase  J r .
1981 205.3 C O M M A N D E R  ST U B B S F . P a r k e r
1980 203.3 JU S T A P L A IN  K E L L Y T . V a n id e s tin e
